


Continuous
Paper Labels

Continuous
Plastic Labels

Cuts the label to the 
length you need for use 
as shipping labels, spine 
labels for filing or even 
banners up to 9ft. 

Permanent adhesive, 
white paper, 72ft.

A continuous plastic 
tape that is hard wearing, 
waterproof and UV 
resistant

Permanent adhesive, 
plastic, 33ft. 

Available in red, yellow 
or white 

Description Item #

3.5in wide 70030001
2.4in wide 70040001
2in wide 70060001
1.5in wide 70070001
1in wide 70090001
.75in wide 70100001
.5in wide 70110001

Description Item #

White, .5in 70150001
Yellow, .5in 70150015
Red, .5in 70150025
White, 3.5in 70160001
Yellow, 3.5in 70160015
Red, 3.5in 70160025

Continuous
Cardstock Labels

Print inserts for name 
badges, file labels, 
appointment cards from 
just one cartridge.

Non-adhesive, white 
paper, 72ft.

Description Item #

3.5in 70190001

Die-Cut
Labels

Small and large address 
labels for all your shipping 
needs

Print up to 200 labels per 
minute

Permanent adhesive, 
white paper

Description Item #

Intl. address labels, 
600 labels

70120001

Address labels,  
690 labels

70170001

Shipping labels, 
225 labels

70130001

Small shipping 
labels, 435 labels

70180001

Smart Accessories

www.leitz.com/icon

A built-in chip updates Leitz Icon Software with the size, 
material, color and amount of material left in the cartridge. 
Remove the guess work when printing away from the printer.   

Easy to Load - Cartridges easily snap in place and 
automatically load the material so it is ready to print. 
Never spool or thread labels again!  

One Cartridge, Many Possibilities - Create most 
standard labels with our Continuous Cartridges. 
Choose a template, customize it and print! The 
software will print the label and the automatic cutter will 
trim to size.   

Recyclable - Dispose of the cartridge responsibly 
because it is made of easy to separate, recyclable 
materials. 

Mobile- Add the battery pack to print wherever, 
whenever.    

Leitz Icon Battery Pack 
Power your Leitz Icon on the go for up 
to 12 hours to print up to 1200 labels.

White/Gray 70020000    


